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(b) In the second evaluation of the rate of sedimenta
tion the decay of beryllium-10 (aluminium-26) was plotted 
as a function of the core depths (Fig. 1). A regular de
crease in the activities with the depth was found except 
in the fraction D (83~ll0 em depth) of the South Pacific 
core. In fraction D, both the beryllium-10 content and 
the aluminium-26 content were exceedingly high. Al
though tho reason for this irregularity of the fraction D 
is not known, we have eliminated temporarily the data 
of tho fraction D. 

The rate of sedimentation is obtained from the gradient 
of the decay curves. We found a rate of about 0·3 mm/ 
1,000 yr from t,he decay of beryllium-10, wh~oh sho';lld 
be considered to be the mean rate of sed1mentat,wn 
between cores 0 and 1 m deep. Good agreement was 
found between this rate and the sedimentation rates of 
the surface layer determined by method (a). This means 
that there has been a constant sedimentation rate in 
these cores, and a constant cosmic ray intensity during 
t,lw last 3 x 106 yr, with tho reservation of fraction D. 

Tho activity 'of aluminium-26 in each fraction was 
recalculated from the data of Amin et aU. Because of 
the largo statistical onor·s involved in mo?'suring the :ate 
of counting, it was not possible to determme the gmdrent 
of tho decay curve, but a sedimentation rate of 0·3 mm/ 
1,000 yr seerns to be consistent with tho decay curve. 
The d~croase of the almninium-26 to beryllinm-10 ratio 
with depth was also consistent with this rate of sedimenta
tion. All values from the beryllium-10 and aluminium-26 
methods therefore indicate a sedimentation rate of about 
0·3 mm/1,000 yr for these two cores. This rate may have 
an uncertainty factor of 2, because of the experimental 
errors in measurements of the cross-sections and the 
activities. 

These figures obtained from tho beryllium-10 and 
aluminium-26 methods agree well with the sedimentation 
rates, determined by Goldberg and Koide8 with the 
ionium to thorium ratio method, of 0·3 to 0·6 mm/1,000 yr 
in South Pacific cores. 

Although discmpancy has sometimes been reported 
between the results by the ionium to thorium ratio method 
and those obtained by the protoactinium and carbon-14 
methods, recent studios• have indicated the ionium to 
thorium ratio method or the ionium method with the 
protoactinium method aro consistent. On the othe: hand, 
tho carbon-14 method is not adequate to detormme the 
very low sedimentation rate, because of its short half
life. We can therefore consider the low (about 0·4 mm/ 
1,000 yr) sedimentation rate of the South Pacific Ocean 
as a well established fact. 

The agreement of the sedimentation rates, ~e.asured 
by the beryllium-10 method _an? the alun;-mmrn-26 
rnethod, with the rates by the wmum to thormm ratro 
method indicates tho usefulness of the former two methods 
in tho measurements of the sedimentation rates and also 
the time variation of cosmic rays over the past few million 
years. . . 

I thank Dr J. Labeyrio for his helpful discussrons and 
also Professor R. Bernas and his group for usc of their 
data before publication. 
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Hoffman Palmer and Smith1 recently presented a low 
rosolutio;,_ emission spectrum obtained from the sunlit 
release of triethylborane at a height of between 90 km 
and 178 km above the Earth. They assigned the observed 
bands to an A 2 TI~2 TI transition of boron oxide, oven 
though they noted the absence of a band r;xpected at 
6025 A on the basis of this assignment. Their com
munication does not make clear which oxide of boron i:-< 
assigned as responsible for the emission. . 

I believe the observed emission spectrum is that of 
tho boric oxide fluctuation bands-a spectral system 
arising from a transition of the B0 2 radical'. A comparison 
is given in Table 1 between the wavelengths of ~aximwn 
emission observed in ref. 1 and those reported m absorp
tion for flames containing boron'. The correspondenc<· 
between these data is as good as can be expected when 
a complicated spect.rum of many lineR is observed at lm\ 
resolution. The 6025 A band shown in r<Jf. 4 and men
tioned by Hoffman et al. is not a part of tho BO, A'll~ 
X 2 IT system; there foro its absence in the upper atmo
sphere· emission supports thi;; m;sigmnent rather thn 11 

presenting a difficulty. 
Table 1 

Emission n1a.xhna frorn 
upper atmosphere release 1 

6,420 
6,200 
5,795 
5,465 
5,170 

A bsorpt.ion tnaxinw for 
JJ0 2 in flanws3 

6 200 
5:790 
5,470 
fi,180 

The boric oxide fluctuation bands were erroneously 
assigned to B 20 3 for many years 5 • 6 • Tho correct assign
ment of the spectrum to tho B02 radical was made 
independently in Russia 7 and ~n th~ U~1itcd States• on 
tho basis of spectral and chernrcal kmetiC studies. ThiH 
assignment was confirmed when this electronic spectrum 
was resolved, analysed and the molecular constants of 
B02 determined9, The koy to succoss in this work lay Ill 
production of tho emitter with a low rotational tcmpm·a 
turo by flash photolysis of boron t.ric~l?ride~oxygen nux
tures at low pressures. Those conditiOns are strikmgl)· 
similar to those which obtained in the upper atmosphen· 
release of Hoffman et al. Both experiments probably 
involve non-thermal excitation processes which obviate 
tho use of the relative band intensities for thermometry. 

In spite of its recent discovery, th~ ~roporties of tht
BO molecule arc now well known. Thrs 1s partly a I'('sult 
of the fact that its electronic spectrum is one of the best 
examples of the Renner effect. The ther~odynamw 
properties of B0 2 have been computed_'" and Its heat of 
formation determined11 • It may t.hcrdon usefully serv<' 
as a chemical probe for species with which it reaets in 
the upper atmosphere. 
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